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Abstract - A f t e r  a brief historical review of the detennination of 
standard state properties of h-ns, the present status of nonideal 
gas and liquid state pmperties is considered. 
various fluids follow the acentric factor system is examined . Theshapes 
of vapor-liquid and liquid-liquid meXistence curves are considered with 
caparisons of theory and experiment for both short-range and long-range 
attractive forces. me effective critical expnent j 
measure of the shapes of these curves. system wid short-range forces 
have low j 
the hiqh &ues of mean-field theories. Ionic system .show 0.5 over 
wide ranges of W t u r e .  The apparent conflict between t&e theoreti- 
cal value 0.325 and a reasonable extrapolation of the experimental fie to 
0.35-0.36 for Ar and Xe at the critical tenperatwe is discussed in 
relation to the model used in current theory and the desirability is 
expressed for a better model for the vapor-liquid system. 
state is described for NaC1-H 0 which is valid at the critical point of 
H 0 and over the coexistence h a a s  to 873 K. Equations are considered 
d r  mixed aqueous electrolytes of unlimited ccanplexity valid for liquid- 
l h  densities. 
wether with their use in predictions of solubilities in both Na2s04-H20 
and in Na2S04-NaC1-NaOH-H20. 

The accuracy to which 

is a sensitive 

thmiqhcut the entire range of temperature and never approach 

An equation of 

m t  results for Na2S04(aq) to 573 K are described, 

INTRODUCTION 

While I shall give primary attention to recent research, same historical remarks seem 
appropriate - especially since some will concern Dr. Rossini. It was in 1935 that I 
started my Ph.D. thesis research with Wendell I a t k  at the University of California at 
Berkeley. 
published in that area. 
on the prcblem of restrided internal rotation in ethane and the determination of the 
barrier f m  the entropy and other thermodyMrm 'c data. 
provided the quantum statistical mechanics. 
problem to those for several other light h-ns. 
statistical th- 'c methods for the prediction of entropies, heat capacities, and 
related properties for various series of hydrocarbons with experimental bput required for 
only one or two initial members. 

properties for various h-y. 
thereby the heats of formation while I provided heat capacities, entropies, and free-energy 
functions. 
petroleum industry. 
Berkeley except for a period during World W a r  11. 
supported my program as well as Rossini's. 

cxlr collaboration continued for over twenty years, but both Fred and I took up new research 
interests in other areas as well as administrative responsibilities. Thus, the h-n 
thermodyMrm 'c tables received a diminishing portion of my attention and of his. 
for me to be a member of the IUPAC Ccmnission on Chemical 73- 'cs which he chaired. 
After I became president of Rice University, that obligation, tcgether with other 
responsibilities, were so demrdhg that I asked not to be reappointed to the IUPAC 
ocamnission. 

My friendship with Fred RossM continued after our scientific collaboration had ended. 
has been retired now for same time and lives in a retirement camunity in Florida. 
saw hiin at a meeting of the National Academy of Sciences about three years ago, 
him recently &cut this Confereme. 
many frierds at the Conference. 

Initially, it concerned the entropies of aquecus ions, and several papers were 
Before long, the q p r t u n i t y  arcs to collaborate with J. D. Kemp 

Kemp provided the entropy value: I 
soon thereafter, 1 proceeded f m  the ethane 

Next came the developmt of 

These last capabilities caught the attention of Dr. 
Rossini, and he asked me to cooperate or collaborate in assembling tables of themdynam 'C 

His qrcq  measured heats of cambustion and obtained 

Fred Rossini was at the NatiOMl Emreau of standards while I was at 
This information made possible a more detailed and scientific era for the 

The American petroleum Institute 

He arranged 

He 
I last 

but I wrote 
He replied and asked me to extend his greetings to his 
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My interest in the statistical thermsdynarm 'c Calculations related to the information 
prwided about molecular structure as well as to the resulting 
addition to internal rotation, other mlex molecular motions were  identified and studied 
including pseudorotation in five-- rings and dmble-dnh vibrations. 
energies as well as strain energies of ring substituents were studied. 
the bonding in polyatcanic carbon molecules and their thenrrJdyMmi cs. 

In 1971 I concluded my major achninstrative responsibilities and shifted my prirnvy 
attention back to science including both molecular  structure and 
topics with bath structural and th- 'c aspects include the nniLtidimensiona1 
pseudorotation in XeF (ref. 1) and the very interesting properties of solid CH rmr 1 K 
where heat capacity &urements s h a d  a sharp peak (ref. 2 ) .  
relativistic quantum theory for molecules containing very heavy atcans (ref. 3 ) .  In one 
exanple, an apparent anamaly in the experimental dissociation energy of Fbz was resolved. 

'cfunctions. In 

R h g  strain 
Another topic was 

'cs. Recent 

Another area d the 

FLUID STATE 

Most of the topics considered so far relate to the thermodyMrm 'c properties in the ideal gas 
state. wlt many important system are liquids or dense and very nonideal gases. Thus, I 
began very early to take some interest in the fluid state over its fu l l  range of density. 
With the aCivame of quantum mechanics, it became possible to identify groups of molecules 
that should follcw corresponding states principles in their fluid behavior (refs. 4,5).  
simplest such group ccanprises argon, krypton, xenon, and methane which 1 called s-le 
fluids (ref. 6), and to which I shall return. 

Out of this work grew extensions of correspOnaing states with additional parameters. M y  
proposal in this area was the acentric factor system which was and is widely used (refs. 
6,7) . in slope of the vapor-pressure curve as 
ccanpared to simple fluids for which the factor is defined as zero. This quantity is 
accurately measurable frcan readily available data. Then various properties are given as 
functions of the critical temperature and pressure and the acentric factor. 

Dr. schreiber and 1 recently revisited this area and proposed ~ m e d  working equations 
within the original definition (ref. 8). With recent experimental investigations of high 
precision, it is possible to examine the awJracy to which real fluids follcw the acentric 
factor system. 
the simple fluids along the critical isotherm and at a higher terprature .  
essentially perfed up to a reduced density of about 1.5, after which considerable 
deviations arise at T = 1. In this relatively inccenpressible region, a more realistic 
criterion is the devigtion in density at a given pressure. On this basis, the deviations 
are lower by a factor of 5 to 10 but are still well outside of experimental uncertainty. 

On a structml basis, correspondiq states require ccsnplete similarity of intermolecular 
potentials with ~ e r g y  and dis- scaling factors specific to each substance. 
the outer portions of the curves for argon, krypton, xenon and methane fulfill this 
requirement quite accurately, but there are differences in the shape of the inner or 
repulsive region that became at high densities. 
polyatcanic methane falls close to krypton and between argon and xenon. Thus, the deviation 
of methane f m  spherical shape is not important for the intermolecular potential. 
Ib,c,d shcw sane other conprisons for various fluids with our new equation of state in the 
acentric factor system. 
predictions to a reduced density of about 1.5 and useful but less precise estimates at 
higher densities. 

W e  calculation of fluid properties frcan intem~lecular potentials is difficult and most 
results, even tcday, d a t e  to simplified models or to the secord virial coefficient. 
Nevertheless, it is impOrtant h keep the structural aspect in mind, and I shall lx~w make 
same historical remarks in that respect. 

Liquids are sanetimes picture3 as irregular arrays of molecules and vacancies, holes of 
molecular size. 
irany ~xlrposes, I believe that the difference between a synunetrical or an irregular lattice 
is unimportant. 
order-disorder model is very useful. 

wlt for pre  fluids and their vaporliquid relationship, the question c0men-s the 
molecular-sized holes. Scene rather successful calculations have been based on the hole 
picture. 
rather detailed picture of the structure of simple fluids of vary- density and did not 
wrt the hole model. 
primarily holes of molecular size. 

The 

The acentric factor relates to the 

Figure la sham the deviations between measured and calculated pressures for 
?he agreement is 

Apparently 

It is interesting that the 

Figures 

It is clear that the acentric factor system gives very accurate 

A connection is then made to order-disorder tharies for lattices. For 

Thus, for miXing in a liquid of molecules of similar sizes, the lattice 

But ccwputer simulations by Monte -10 or molecular dynamics methcds gave a 

The vacant spaces have various sham and sizes and are not 
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pig. 1. 
equation (a, b, c) : Ccanparison of calculated and experimental second virial 
coefficients (d) . 

Deviations of experimental pressures f m  the acentric factor 

Thus, the hole theory for exprfied liquids has largely been abardoned except for one 
application. 
disorder or spin reorientation on a lattice (the Ising lattice mdel). 
%niversality principle1# is interpreted to indicate that vapor-liquid properties follaw this 
same pattern. 
point is consistent with this interpretation. 
different for vapor-liquid syshw than for lattice or for liquid-liquid system, as I shall 
Shaw presently. 

It is still used for the m-critical properties. The reference here is to 
Then the 

The experimental evidence frum measurementS extremely close to the critical 
But the behavior less close to critical is 

Before returni.ng to the near critical region, I shall examine the s h a p  of vapor-liquid and 
liquid-liquid coexistence curves well away frum the critical point (see refs. 8 and 9 for 
aciditional details). 
dlmost exactly cubic, i.e., 

Figure 2a shows the shape of this curve for aryon. The curve is 

(p1-pV) = (const. 1 (l-~~) (1) 

with p1 and pv the liquid and vapor densities, respectively, and Tr the reduoed temperature. 

l%t m siqle equation of state yields a cubic coexistence curve. 
analytical equation gives a parabolic (2nd pawer) w e  close to the critical point. 
Various theories for fluids, f m  van der Waals on, contain approximations which are often 
called %can field approximationsff and which replace the real forces by long-range forces. 
And it has been shown rigorously that, for long-range interparticle forces, the parabolic 
curve is cozred over a wide taprature range. 
m e  is cubic. 
results. 

First is the recent theoretical calailation for the 6-12 or Lennard-Jories (W) potential by 
Monte Carlo methds in the Gibbs ensemble by Panagiotopoulcs (ref. 10). 
vapor-liquid w e  is closely cubic and agrees very well with that for argon as shown on 
Fig. 2a. 
the critical point. 

Any mathemtically 

But for argon and most real fluids the 
This confusing situation can lxlw be clarified by two types of recent 

The resulting 

This shows that the parabolic, mean-field w e s  are never co rm3 even far frum 
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Fig. 2. Coexistence cuzves; (a) for argon and the Lennard-Jones model; 
(b) for NH4C1, Ar, and the hard-sphere; low-range-force (HS:LRF) model. 

It is sapoetimes suggested that the cubic character of the coexistence curve is related to 
the long-range fluctuations near the critical point. We naw know that this is not correct. 
The Monte Carlo calculations involved 500 molecules and could not include long-range 
fluctuations, yet they yield a cubic curve. 
temperature range has no c o k i o n  to near-critial fluctuation effects. 

'Ihe searxl type of recent informtion cc~nes from the real systems with relatively long-range 
forces, ionic systems. mere is, as yet, no gccd 
of an ionic fluid, but there are aperimental data f m  Buback and Franck (ref. 11) for 
NH C1. 
&-sphere repulsion and infmtely long-range force of attraction (H-S:L-R-F) . 
sham that curve, the NH4C1 data, and the argon curve for comparison. 

Very recently, my colleagues and I have found two ionic, liquid-liquid systems that nvxlel a 
p r e  ionic fluid. 

Thus, this cubic character over m t  of the 

theory for the near-critical behavior 

Its coexistence curve is parabolic and is close to that calculated for a fluid with 
Figwe 2b 

Tc = 1155 K for 
NH4c1. 

Both give accurately parabolic curves 

(x" - x')L = (const.) (l-Tr) (2) 

where x" and x' are the respective mole fractions. 
picrate: l-chloroheptam (ref. 12), with T = 414.4K and n-butyl triethylammonim n-butyl 
triethylboride: diphenyl ether (ref. 13) with T = 316.7K. 
very nonspecific interparticle forces in aMiti8n to the co~l~mb forces, but their larye 
size makes it possible to obtain criticality at a law tempratwe where detailed 
measurements are feasible. 

My lecture two years ago at Lisbon (ref. 14) camprid a general discussion of ionic fluids 
and included other pertinent aspects which will not be repeated here. 
reinfo- the conclusion that there is a general difference between the properties of ionic 
and nonionic fluids. 
fluids follaw the pttern calculated for fluids with infinitely long-range attractive forces. 

'Ihe systems are tetra-n-butylammonim 

In each case the ions have only 

But scm~ of these 

we naw a M  that, for the shape of the coexistence curve, the ionic 

CRITICAL E X P O N E N T S  

A sensitive mthcd for describing near-mitial behavior is the use of critical exponents. 

useful to consider effective exponents valid at a distance from the critical point. 
consider the effective /Ie for the coexistence curve defined as 

are usually defined in the limit as the critical pint is aWrcache3. But it is also 
We 

This quantity was first defined by Verschaffelt in 1896 (ref. 15). 
important aspects of coexistence curves including their cubic nature which were, however, 
ignored and rediscavered later. Dr. Welt Sengem has written an interesting history of 
this period (ref. 16). 

Figure 3a show the effective /I for aryon and x m n  tcgether with values calculated for the 
W model. 
calculations. Also sham are curves for H 0, for the hard-sphere, long-range-force (H-S:L- 
R-F) model, and for the Is% lattioe (sdle cubic). For the vapor-liquid systems with 
short-range forces, the curves naturally extraplate to abcplt 0.36 at the critical point, 
wh- the currently accepted theory predicts that the critical value should be that of the 

He discovered many 

It is evident that Ley agree well within the statistical uncertainties of the 
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Fig. 3. Effective j : (a) for Ar, Xe, H 0 and three model systems;(b) for 
two models and two exfhirnental liquid-li&d systems. 

I s w  lattice, 0.325. 
the limiting j; this implies that the effective j curves dawnward in the range 0.98 - 1.00 
in T as sha~n by the lower da~hed cuzves. In confrast, there is no change in slope of the 
 IS^ curve in this region; it is positive and nearly constant throuqhout the entire range. 
Figure 3b shm the effective j 
forces. ~ 0 t h  have curves simila!? to the IS- curve and extraplate naturally to the value 
0.325 at the limit. 
liquid-liquid mixing (Regular Solutions or Bragg-Williams) : one mtes that it has a positive 
slope in contrast to the nearly constant j, for the vapor-liquid case. 

Frcan Figures 3a and b, it is very clear that one-cclmponent, vapor-liquid coexistence curves 
are distinctly different f m  t h w  of two-ccaoponent, liquid-liquid system as they approach 
thecritical temperature. Assurmng ' the corredness of the 1s- limit for the vapr-liquid 
system, the difference is the sudden shift f m  positive to negative slope near T = 0.98. 
It would be most desirable to have a good theory for riear-critical, vapor-liquid &vior 
for shod-range forces. Such a theory could confirm the qualitative aspects of the lcrwer 
dashed curves on Figure 3a. 
The possibility that the limiting exponent for the vapor-liquid system differs f m  the 
Ising value shculd also be kept in mind. 
an open question. 
18) states the criteria as: dimensionality, synnnetry of the order parameter, and perham 
other criteria. 
would be %nother criterion.If Also, Baker (ref. 19) has presented examples in other 
universality classes where critical expomts are shown to depend on such additional 
criteria. 

%cent papers (refs. 20,21) shm that near-critical experimental data are consistent with 
the Ising limit, but the authors assume that limit and intrcduce numerous correc-ting terms 
which are adjusted. These papers were written, in part, to refute an earlier assertion of 
Wlanl and Thoen (ref. 22) that their data %re ixmpatible with the Ising f l . "  I 
discussed this situation with Dr. Garland, and he now agrees that his and other data can be 
fitted to the Ishg 4. Eut I have seen no definitive proof that the experimental data for 
vapor-liquid system Cannot be fitted to a higher f l  in the range 0.34 - 0.36. 
Wland-Tkan paper indicates that this is possible. Again, I say that our greatest need is 
a good theory for a vapr-liquid system in the critical region, a theory that does not inply 
that the vacant space is in holes of molecular size. 
Regardless of the limiting 8, it is clear that the effective j for nonionic vapor-liquid 
system does not approach --field behavior at lower  tmpe~&?ure. Thus, treatments 
ccaoprising a near-critical equation and a l f ~ e r ~ ~  should use a far-field equation with 
the correct effective f l  and not one with j = 0.5. 
Chapela and Rcrwlinson (Fef. 23) satisfies &is requirement, but sane subsequent treabnents 
do not. 
A final conclusion to be drawn f m  Figures 2b and 3a c o m  the difference between fluids 
with long-range forces and those with short-range forces. The difference in j 
the entire range of terpratws. 
fluctuations, it would disappear as the temperature decreases frwn critical. 
the difference does not disappear means that it involves local distributions and motions. 
Forces of infinite range have no effect on local motions while short-range forces do have an 
effect: thus there is a clear case for a difference. The difference for the ionic case is 
more ccsnplex. 
major effect on the local structure. The s t r u a  influence of these forces will decrease 
with increase in teqerature. 
elsewfiere (refs. 24,25). 

There is experhmtal evidence consistent with the 0.325 value for 

for two nonionic liquid-liquid systems with shod-range 

Also shown is the curve for the --field -el appropriate for 

Rawlinson and Swinton (ref. 17) regard this to be 
In his original proposal of the principle of universality, Kadanoff (ref. 

This difference between the vapor-liquid situation and the spin lattice 

Ind& the 

The original crossover treatnmt of 

extends over 

The fact that 
If this difference were limited to long-ra$e 

The attraction of unlike chazges and the repulsion of like charges has a 

I have considered scane of these aspects of ionic fluids 
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THE SYSTEM NaCI-H20 NEAR THE CRITICAL POINT OF WATER 

N e a r  critical water w i t h  sodium chloride inpxity is of major hprtdnce in Steam P'XeX 
erqineerw, while the same system w i t h  large or small concentrations NaCl is hp* 
geologically. 
away f m  the critical point of water. 
basd on successive hydration equilibria (refs. 14,26) .  
like solutions w e l l  belaw the critical point of water (ref. 27) and a hydrated, fused-salt 
model valid for high comentrations a t  any temperature abave 400 K (ref. 28). 

lhere are special amplexities for a two-ccpnpanent system close to the critical point of one 
canponent w h i c h  were avoided i n  these treabnents. 
relatively sinple equation which works xxmrkably w e l l  near the critical point of wa te r  (647 
K) and alorrg the NaC1-H 0 critical line up to 873 K (ref. 29). 
acauacy it f i t s  the enzire phase coexistence surface f m  523 to 873 K. 

The basis is a s h l e  pe?Awkation by the NaCl of the equation of state for H20. 
in i t ia l  assunption for the fluid pressure is the series 

I had dealt w i t h  this system by several methods apprnpriate to d t i o n s  
A t  L,iSbon I described the model for NaCl in Steam 

Other methods dealt with liquid- 

John Tanger and I have m found a 

W i t h  SCBnewhat rectuced 

?he 

(4) 
2 (d-1) + . . . I  + y [bzo + . . . I  + ... P = PH O(T,d) + y[b +b 10 11 2 

where d is the reducsd density of water in the system, [p (%O) /pc (%O) ]  with p,(%O) the 
cr i t ical  density of pre water, and y is the mle rat io  %acl/ . Althcugh additional 
term d d  easily have been included, the three shm sufficsd%?he init ial  term is just 
the pressure of pre water a t  the water-demity and temperature of the system (ref. 30). 
b 
CjISlnse i n  that effect with water-density. 
concentrations and represents NaC1-NaC1 interactions. Each of these is 

gives the linear effect of NaCl on that pressure a t  critical density while b gives the 
?he final term is small except a t  higihaC1 

temperaturedepenlent. 
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Fig. 4. 
(b) a t  375.5'C (648.7 K ) ;  (c), (d) a t  seve$al tenpratures. 

The coexistence curve for NaC1-H 0: (a) a t  373.0"C (646.2 K ) ;  
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'Ihe Helmholtz energy is cbtained by integration with pressure and the addition of pressure- 
irdependerrt ternrS: 'Ihe 
molar  Gibh enerqy then takes the s*le form 

one for ideal n h h g  and another proportional to the NaCl content. 

+ F?l'[xhx + (l-X)In(l-X)] + '09h;acl(T) (5) 

Naw x is the mole fraction y/(l+y) and v is the criticdl volume of water. The c0existb-q 
cmpsitions can llclw be obtained by f i r s f  calailating the density as a function of x (or y) 
a t  Constant T and P fmn equation (4) (by iteration). 
Gibh enezgy as a function of mole fraction and the cxnrmn tangent locates the canpositions 
a t  equilibrium. 

By tr ial  and adjustment the parameters w e r e  f i r s t  obtained for several temperatures, then 
the Ixnpera-ent expressions were developed, and the results tested by 
recdlailation of the coexistem= &ace. 
m e s  with phase equilibrium data (refs. 31-36). 

Since the g-k term is linear i n  x, it does not affect the coexistence surface. 
obtained f m  the & e m i d  potential of NaCl given by 

Equation (5) then gives the mola r  

Fi- 4a-d shaw ccanparisons of calculated 

But it can be 

c(NaC1 = + Vc[-bldd + bll(M + 1 - Zvcyb2dd + <aCl(T) (6) 

' Ih is equation can be applied along the three-phase line for equilibrium with solid NaCl or 
a t  any other point where the chemical potential of NaCl is knm. 

- (-1) Cd2bll/d) 1 + Y <acl(T) (9) 

where <acl (T) is the appropriate derivative of GaC1 (T) . mese quantities can be w i n e d  
t o  yield the heat capacity a t  constqt pressure. 
liquid-like density indicate3 that c was negligible a t  high temperature and that the lawer- 
tenpxature behavior was represented by 

"p*lacl/R = -2.36 x 10 46 T -16 

Caparison with experimental data a t  

(10) 

W e  then calculated the apparent molar  heat capcity for ccanparison with the measurements of 
W h i t e  et al. (ref. 37) along a near-critical path (321 bars, 32.1 MPa) from 600 to 700 K. 
Figure 5 shcm the remarkable agreement w i t h  a l l  of the striking features i n  this range. 
cur curve were shifted dawrrward in temperature by a few degrees, the agreement wceild be 
nearly perfect. 

The resulting equations for various temperature-depenent parameters are 

If 

blo = -29984.4 + 19.0285T + 6.6554l~lO~~/T3 - 1.20069X1018/T5 

bll = 3928.3 - 10.5947T - 
b20 14121.9 - 27.07311 - 2.57142X10 /T 

[GaCl(T) - Hig8]/FU' = ~ . o x ~ O ~ ~ T - ~ ~  + 1 9 O O / T  - 10.0 

23 7 

where the reference state %g8 is for solid NaCl and the units  are bars for blO, bll, b20. 

ocanparisons were made w i t h  various other m8asured quantities inC1udi.q densities and 
enthalpies, which had not been used in parameter evaluation. 
riear-critical canpositions or for totdl fluid prqer t ies  a t  law densities. Moderate 
discrepancies appear for very high concentrations or for partial molar  praperties of the 
NaCl a t  lm densities. 

The agreement is very gocd for 
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Fig. 5. Apparent mola r  heat 
capacity of NaCl in H20. 

Fig. 6a,b. Apparent molar heat capacity of Na2S04 in H20. 

ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS A N D  SALT SOLUBILITIES IN AQUEOUS 
SOLUTIONS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 

At more &erate temperatures, aqueous salt solutions can be treated by the same equations 
that have besn successful at roan temp?xature. 
SLTmpOsium on Solubility PhenCrmMa in greater detail than is possible here (ref. 38). 
do want to report certain very recent results, as an exanple of the methcds, the 
measurements, and typical applications. 

I discussed this subject at the second IWAC 
Sut I 

fundamental theoretical apprcnch is a virial expnsion within the MCMillan+%~~ya 
fmrework. 
particularly Friedman (ref. 39). 
variables concentration and temperature, to the ~ibbs energy basis with variables molality 
and -ture. 
be iramtamed. 
can then be explx?.Ssd as 

Sut this must be modified to handle electrostatic forces follmbq Maya and 
Also, I converted frum the Helmholtz energy basis, with 

Finally, term rearrangements are required s b  ele&rical neutrality must 
The excess G i b b s  energy per kg of water for an indefinitely canplex mixture 

+ 2 2 C \mcAnc + 2 H X mnm,Xn, + 2 
n c  n a  

Here the depenaencY of certain quantities on ionic strength is indicated, f(1) inclules the 
Debye-mckei limit-bq law but is an extended form, while c, a, n represent cation, anion, 
and neutral solute species, respectively. 
coefficients, or binary and ternary interaction @kamemyspecific to the c-a interaction 
and can be de * fman the pure c-a electrolyte. The 0.. and @. . are for 
the d i f f m x t e r a c t i o n  of unlike ions of the same sig fram &@ m ~ a n  of llke lorn, 
and can be measured from czmmn-ion * such as NaC1-KC1- 0 or NaC1-NaNO -H 0. The 
last three SUPS add the binary i t e r a z o l v i n g  neutral &ies with ions h2with one 
another. 
appropriate derivatives of G M e r  details are given 
in any of several reviews (refs. 38,40-42). 

The B #s and C ‘s are second and thirrl virial 

The osmotic coeffi&ent and the various activity coefficients are given by 
in tenw of the same parameters. 

i 
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Fig. 7. Activity coefficient of 
Na2S04(aq) at various temperatures. 
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Fig. 8. 
water (a) and in solutions with NaoH and NaCl (b,c) . Ccanparison of predicted and measured solubilities of NazS04 in 

In addition to the excess quantities, one reeds the standard-state properties as a function 
of temperature and pressure. 
allow the calculation of the standard-state properties at higher temperature. 
measurements at different mlalities allow integmtion of the excess proprties to higher 
temperatures. 
hprtant salts. I present results currently in press for Na SO as an example (ref. 43). 
Figure 6a ccanpares the new measurementS at 140’C with previcd m&xmments (refs. 44,45) 
and shows the change with pressure, while Fig. 6b shows the new results for higher 

These heat capacities were ccanbined with all other data, mostly for 298 K, to yield a 
camplete equation for aqueous Na SO valid to 573 K. 
coefficients. Figure 8a t8e predicted solubility of the different crystalline 
fonrs of Na SO with experimental values. 
extrapolati8n h e  300°C. Finally, this equation for Na SO was combined with ccanparable 
equations for NaCl and NaoH and with the miXing p a r a m e d  d&nnined f m  common ion NaC1- 
Na2S04: NaC1-NaoH, and NaOH-Na SO 
Na2S04 NaC1-NaCH-H20 (Fig. 8b,8, h z  

erqAasize. 
individual measurement of each ccanposition would be enormusly expensive. 
reliable methcd of prediction based on a limited number of parameters measured fnsn single 
solute and sinple binary mixed solute systems. 
application as its predictive reliability is demonstrated and the data base is extended. 

If these are hm at 298.15 K, heat capacity measurements 
And 

Thus, we have been measuring the heat capacities of the solutions of 

temperatures. 

Figure 7 sham the resulting activity 

The agreement is remarkably good even in 

’ to predict solubilities in the quaternary system 

It is the capacity to predict properties in multicamponent mixtures that I want to 
Natural brines and many industrial fluids have many Ccanponents, and the 

We now have a 

This method is finding mre extensive 
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